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In a crisp and off-the-cuff style,
Scheeren portrays the NDSM as a
place filled with imagination. But the
absurdist relativism of these urban
fairy tales is more than a witty tribute
to fantasy. It reminds us, in the neverending beat of city-life, how important it
is to offer space for the unexpected.

Maps for the exhibition are available
at Amstel Botel, IJ-kantine, Sociëteit
SEXYLAND, Nieuw Dakota, PLLEK,
Stichting NDSM-werf, DoubleTree by
Hilton, the Expo-Store at the NDSM
Loods and NDSM Bikes.

PUBLICATION
DUPLICATED LANDSCAPE

A publication in the form of a series
of postcards has been produced as a
part of the exhibition. This costs €7.50
and is available at IJ-kantine, Sociëteit
SEXYLAND, Nieuw Dakota, PLLEK,
Stichting NDSM-werf and the ExpoStore at the NDSM Loods.

Scheeren’s photographs are presented
all across the NDSM. They are mounted directly on blind walls and carefully
placed containers to enter a direct dialogue with the lively graffiti culture on
the terrain. Within this context the images generate immediate duplications
of the surrounding landscape, while
playfully distorting our perception of
size and scale relative to the vast flatlands of the dock.

COLOPHON
Photography: Jaap Scheeren
Curator: Rieke Vos
Text: Jaap Scheeren, Rieke Vos
Design: Karoline Swiezynski

Be most welcome to take this map,
explore the NDSM and enjoy the
exhibition For Keeps / Om te houden
by Jaap Scheeren.

Commissioned by
Stichting NDSM-werf

Rieke Vos
curator

For more information about the
exhibition go to www.ndsm.nl.
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For Keeps /
Om te houden

an open-air photography exhibition

by Jaap Scheeren
Amsterdam’s NDSM-werf forms the backdrop for a dozen
otherworldly scenarios by visual artist Jaap Scheeren
(Nijmegen, 1979). The series of life-size photographs
— depicting the area’s unique character and ‘grassroots
culture’ — is exhibited across the terrain itself.

MONUMENT
TO TEMPORALITY

EXH

IBIT
MAP ION

the terrain for a few months, getting to
know the place and its community,
and developed the project For keeps /
Om te houden, which can be seen as
a monument to temporality.

The NDSM terrain is one of the most
charismatic places in Amsterdam.
Its expanse, industrial buildings
and rough, somewhat disorderly,
atmosphere contrast with the
picturesque neighbourhoods on the
south side of the water and the wellkept residential areas surrounding
it. It is also an area in transition, with
development plans looming on the
horizon. With the forecast of these
future projections, an exciting dynamic
of temporality has germinated, in
which users constantly shape and reshape the landscape according to their
need and will. Jaap Scheeren roamed

URBAN FAIRY TALES
The photos of Jaap Scheeren have
a unique, fairy-tale quality. During
his explorations, he invents strange
scenarios, which he subsequently
stages. Once these stories are set in
motion, the artist makes an unexpected
move: it is almost like he steps away
from the scene, pretending to be casual
passer-by who is unexpectedly exposed
to the happening before him. → page 4
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1		 Picture Moment

7 Schaftlokaal

15 The Fuck-you Tree

One day, I saw a bodybuilder and two
businessman take-off their clothes to make
a selfie. It was a present for their mother.
I decided to help them out and make the
picture. The NDSM is very photogenic.
Every day hordes of people come here
to immortalize themselves in front of the
camera.

Like a time capsule the Schaftlokaal was
sealed off for thirty years. Upon discovery,
coffee cups were still on the table, empty
milk cartons in the sink, overalls hanging in
the wardrobe. The workers of the NDSMwerf finished their final day, closed the door
behind them and never returned.

This tree welcomes every visitor crossing
the bridge from the east. The Fuck-you Tree
immediately makes friends and lets them
know that beyond this point it is fuck you
and love me back.

8 Still Life with
		 Milk Cartons

Captain August of the Ship of Fools has
a message he wants the world to hear.
‘I choose freedom over a mortgage, office
jobs and traffic jams, so who is the fool?’
After two years at NDSM, in 2017 he and his
crew took off to sail the seven seas in praise
of folly.

9 Cap

3 Apples

Throwing your cap in the sky to find out why.
Why do I exist? Why do I resist? Why do
I know and how does a cow cope with being
pregnant all the time?

17 Too Many Clams

10 Balloon

This beautiful bike belongs to Thierry van
Raay. After living in the canal for a couple
of years, it was unfortunately not possible to
renovate and ride it again.

Alongside the old shipbuilding ramps are
many apple trees. The story goes that they
grew out the wrecked pits of shipbuilders.
Another story tells they were planted much
later, by creatives who sought to slow down
rapid urban developments. I wanted to make
an Eve without a navel sitting temptingly
between the forbidden fruits. I still do not
understand why Adam and Eve have navels
in most paintings.

4 Sexyland
The xylophone is never far away, is what
the owners say. Every day a new society
member spins a different story and creates
his own bubble while from the roof top the
sun shines all night in bright yellow, pink
and green.

5 Chiel
Underneath the heavy concrete beams of the
former shipbuilding ramp are deep, hollow
spaces. What once used to be machine
chambers, chain depots, drawing archives
and tool storages turned into artist studios
in 1993. Chiel improved his workshop with
an attic window from where he enjoys
gazing out over the wide-open planes while
petting his two ravens.

6 My Waste
This is a monument against the plastic soup.
It was made by Axe – a skipper from the
Ship of Fools, who allegedly also sailed
on the Rainbow Warrior of Greenpeace.
Days after I admired and photographed the
monument it suddenly disappeared and I am
not even sure Axe is his real name.

Remaining milk cartons from the 70’s,
a reminder of the time this was the
Schaftlokaal, a canteen for the dockworkers.

NDSM LOODS
WITH EXPO STORE

16 Trammeland
On a strange and curious Tuesday night in
September, lightning suddenly struck. One
of the beloved trams on NDSM caught fire
and went up in flames. The artists’ collective
Stichting Trammeland were in shock,
but soon regained their strength. With a lot
of love and helping hands they realised a
new-old tram. Now, back on track they are
ready for some new fine shaking stirring
funny projects.

2 August

LASLOODS

17

At the foot of the Y-ramp there is a
subterranean machine room full of secrets.
Every now and then you meet someone who
can tell you one or two things about it. At
Dockhol the nights never ended, until when
in 2013 the doors suddenly closed and the
ground frost froze the party.

BICYCLE
BRIDGE

15

MTV
DE SMEDERIJ

13
Y-HELLING

Betty holding a huge inflatable black hole.
She is afraid NDSM will disappear brick
by brick.

11 Dockhol
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IJ-KANTINE
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DOUBLETREE
BY HILTON
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X-HELLING

BBROOD

NDSM
KRAAN
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STOP
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SOCIËTEIT
SEXYLAND
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TRAMS

NIEUW
DAKOTA
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12 Fridge
This photo was taken at the Dockhol, a
place with memories too little people are
privileged to enjoy.

LOAD-OUT
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13 Jef the Stuntman

10

14
11

12

PLLEK

Jef a.k.a. Great Balls on Fire is testing out
the road surface of the newly renovated
Y-ramp. Once upon a time this spectacular
site was the playground of Dogtroep and
Robodock. These times are now gone but
the memory continues to fuel inspiration.

STICHTING
NDSM-WERF
OFFICES

14 Still Life with Couch,
		 Stool and a Piece
		 of Wood

exhibition map
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